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Robert Grenier (poet) - Wikipedia
In Lerner's own words, "they are phenomena whose failure to
become or remain fully real allows them to figure something
beyond the phenomenal". The " hatred" of poetry displayed by
these figures is, for Lerner, hatred for a This is the book's
method at every turn: a dialectic complication, an escape.
hate poetic words from beyond book 4 Manual
I too, dislike it: there are things that are important beyond
all this fiddle. Reading it , however, with a perfect contempt
for it, one discovers that there is in it after all.
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The Hatred of Poetry by Ben Lerner | World Literature Today
The Hatred of Poetry, an elegant new book by Ben Lerner, might
sound . 'Poetry ' is a word for a kind of value no particular
poem can realize: the beyond the labor/leisure divide, a value
before or beyond price,” he writes.
Flapjack Press - News & Events
For Ben Lerner, poems are the perfect medium for failure. In
his new book, The Hatred of Poetry, the poet, novelist, and
MacArthur “genius” “Poetry,” Lerner writes, “arises from the
desire to get beyond the finite and the In other words, if
you're a poet, you may declare yourself the unacknowledged.
Damned Poetry: On Ben Lerner’s “The Hatred of Poetry" - Los
Angeles Review of Books
For a poet who professes to hate poetry, Ben Lerner has a
generous view of its territory. turn to prose: the cover of
his new essay-book, The Hatred of Poetry, cites, after all,
Poetry arises from the desire to get beyond the finite and the
to the art of “Poetry,” which Lerner describes as “a word for
a kind of.
The Hatred of Lerner: Caleb Klaces on his struggle with Ben
Lerner’s poetics – Poetry London
Becca Rothfeld on Ben Lerner's "The Hatred of Poetry". form is
an intimation of the divine, an orgasmic convergence of words
and meanings.
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But I digress. Fiction, too, creates these clearings.
Fortunately there are some bright moments among the pallid
pondering.
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